
The «Quality of Information» Challenges in IoT Forensics: an Introduction

IoT technologies pose serious challenges to digital  forensics. The acquisition of digital  evidence is
hindered  by  the  number  and  extreme  variety  of  IoT  items,  often  lacking  of  physical  interfaces,
connected in  unprotected networks,  feeding data  to  uncontrolled cloud services.  In  this  paper  we
introduce the main issues of «information quality» in this field. After a short introduction, we provide an
overview on digital forensics approach to preserve the «chain of custody», then we detect relevant IoT
features in order to analyse main concerns in digital forensics. At the end, we propose a formula for
benchmarking forensics trustworthiness (Information Quality Assessment).
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[1] In  the  last  twenty  years,  we have  witnessed the  birth  and  fast  rapid  development  of  a
forensic science known as Digital Forensics, which aims to develop a rigorous methodology for
the retrieval, collection and analysis of digital evidences.  One of the greatest difficulties for
experts in this field is to keep up with the speed of technical updates that, as we know, in the
digital field is faster than in any other sector. In recent years, indeed, the retrieval and collection
of digital data as judicial evidence has been the most challenging issue for Digital Forensics
experts, especially due to the pervasive use of two technologies, namely Cloud Computing and
AI. On the one hand, the virtualization of resources hinders the validation of the source, the
accuracy of the analysis and the integrity of the results, since «evidence can reside everywhere
in the world in a virtualization environment».  On the other, the background of a decision taken
by Artificial Intelligence systems lack in transparency, being their behaviour as unpredictable as
«black box» outcomes.

1

2

[2] Until now, such issues have been addressed improving pre-existing methodologies. «Cloud
Forensics» can be defined as «the application of computer forensics principles and procedures
in a cloud computing environment»,  whereas «Explainable Artificial Intelligence» (XAI) aims to3
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2. Theoretical background of «information quality» in IoT forensics

develop a suite of techniques that, bringing more transparency in the reasoning process, allow
to  validate  the  reconstruction  of  external  events.  Notwithstanding  the  promising  results
currently achieved in this way, it is a widespread opinion that «enabling technologies» require
radically new approaches.

4

[3] The same methodological discussion is taking place with Internet of Things (IoT) . The term
«Internet  of  Things»,  which  was  originally  coined  in  1999  with  specific  reference  to  RFID
technologies  and soon overcame more general expressions such as «ubiquitous computing»,
«pervasive computing»  and «ambient intelligence»,  now is commonly used to designate «a
global infrastructure for the information society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting
(physical  and  virtual)  things  based  on  existing  and  evolving  interoperable  information  and
communication technologies» according to a definition given by ITU in 2012.  The marvel that
in the past could be just a vision, now has become everyday life. Today millions of different
kinds of devices are connected in an extensive infrastructure, exchanging enormous quantities
of data, and it is foreseen that in the future such phenomenon will increase exponentially.
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[4] Collecting and analysing digital evidences in IoT scenario poses several challenges, data
being spread in an undetermined (e.g. in their type, number and location) set of connected
devices.  Indeed,  machines  could  present  security  vulnerabilities,  so  being  exposed  to
hijackers; data transmission could be unencrypted, allowing «third party manipulations», and
storage units could not grant suitable access to archives. In an IoT environment any incident
could cause exponential  damages and traces of  criminal  activities could be very difficult  to
detect.

11

[5] We claim that one of the key problems in IoT forensics is information quality. While, as a
matter of fact, in the IoT environment the amount of sources of data and the trustworthiness of
information obtained are inversely proportional, each step of all the processes concerning digital
evidences has be validated in order to be discussed in courts among parties and judges. The
fact is that, when it comes to jurisdiction, quantity cannot be opposed to quality, but they need to
be harmonised.

[6] In  this  paper  we focus on three aspects  of  such issue:  firstly,  we provide a preliminary
explanation  on  the  concept  of  information  quality,  since  «data»  and  «information»  are
quantitative concepts; secondly, we offer a short analysis of the practical concerns that can be
considered as expression of the theoretical issues emerged in the previous part; after that, we
express some methodological observations that can be useful to build a theoretical model that
can be represented in a formula. At the end, we express our final evaluations and draw paths
for future research.

[7] The distinction between «data quality» and «information quality» is very debated.  The first
concept – in accordance with ISO 8000-1 definition  – is commonly stated as a measure of the
fitness for the intended use of such data,  while the second represents a broader range of
features, also encompassing the context of the observation.  In light of such discussion, we
prefer to use the approach concerning «information quality» for three main reasons: (1) the
extreme complexity of IoT environments, as described above, in which data are just a part of a
complex  environment,  along  with  devices  and  processes;  (2)  the  possibility  to  take  into
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consideration both data and metadata; (3) the possibility to include our contribution in a wider
theoretical perspective better known as «Philosophy of Information». 16

[8] According to such approach, «information» has three ontological statuses, identified since
the seminal  studies of  Weaver:  «information as  reality»,  for  example the electrical  signal,
which is transmitted regardless of the message contained; «information about reality», such as
the information about natural phenomena, which can be true or false (hence, in philosophical
terms,  can  be  said  «alethic»);  «information  for  reality»,  which  conveys  instructions  or
algorithms to one or many recipients. Each of them has to be considered separately.

17
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[9] Consequently, «information quality» can be studied under three different views.

Quality in «information as reality» is the most common and emerges, for example, in the
traditional problem of reducing noise, distortion or losses in signal transmission theory. In
this sense, it measures the affordability of the means implemented to transfer information.
Quality in «information about reality» is concerned when information is dissimilar to the
facts  to  which  it  refers.  This  concept  is  related  to  the  meaning  of  information,  or
«semantics» . Thus, here quality measures the reliability of the information provided in
representing the related events.
Quality  in  «information  for  reality»  has  to  be  faced  when  processes  present
inconsistencies,  loopholes  or  conflicts.  This  concept  involves  further  processes  of
information, for example when it is shared with others. Hence, in this respect it measures
the trustworthiness of the agent who receives information or, generally, of those involved
in further processes.

19

[10] In digital forensics, the problem of «information quality» has received special consideration
under different perspectives. Here we can deploy the same tripartite analytical model to draw a
comprehensive framework.

The first  kind of  quality  is  important,  in  order  to preserve authenticity  of  the collected
information, experts developed the concept of «chain of custody» and achieved a broad
consensus on «best practices» which have been codified in technological standards.
The second type of quality is concerned when the trustworthiness in the representation of
the events has to be verified with other sources of evidences.
The third sort  of  quality is involved in the discussion on the evidences among parties
(inquiring authorities, defendants, judges, forensics experts). Here, external variables also
can make the difference, such as personal competences of the agents involved, «soft
skills» (argumentation skills, trial strategies), cost of analytical tools, available time.

20
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[11] From a theoretical perspective, since in IoT devices are constantly sharing information with
each other, «quality of information» is a much complex issue. Indeed, it has to be considered
not as a property of a single device, but as a feature of the whole ecosystem in which it is
immersed. Specific concerns emerge in each considered aspect.

«Quality of information as reality»: it is difficult to isolate a single device or crystalize a
specific piece of information. The boundaries of relevance are blurred. This aspect is, not
without a reason, widely discussed by experts.
«Quality of information about reality»: it is problematic to detect a specific source, to trace
the  chain  of  interactions,  to  measure  the  influence  of  a  single  item  in  shaping  the

22
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3. Practical issues in IoT forensics

representation  of  the  event  occurred.  It  is  commonly  true  that  «correlation  is  not
causation», however IoT is, above all, a matter of correlation. Here is IoT is where «quality
of information» really faces uncertainty.
«Quality of information for reality»: this is the most difficult aspect of IoT forensics. Under
this perspective, the «human factor» plays its part besides the technological variables, as
shown in digital forensics.

23

The observation above outlined can be represented in the following table:

Ontological
statuses of
Information

«Quality of
Information» level
of analysis

«Quality of
Information» in
digital forensics

«Quality of
Information»
in IoT
forensics

Information as
reality

Traditional theory of
communication

«chain of custody» Relevance

Information about
reality

Consistence with
represented facts

External validation
with other sources
of evidence

Uncertainty

Information for
reality

Logical coherence Effectiveness «Human
factor»

Table 1: «Quality of information» tripartite analysis and IoT issues

[12] After having provided a short definition of «quality of information», we intend to underline
that the main feature of an IoT network, while performing the given tasks, is the possibility, when
necessary,  to  take  advantage  exchanging  information  with  other  neighbouring  elements,
regardless the fact  that they could belong to different IoT ecosystem, possibly set  up for  a
different purpose. Over the years it became clear that, while it was originally conceived as a
sunrise of new opportunities for increasing the efficiency of services – thus to benefit private
users and industries - this technology generates a «virtual environment» which contains a huge
amount of information which, if  needed, can be used as a source of evidence in a forensic
scenario. In the following part,  we observe that the main task of IoT Forensics, namely the
collection of the evidence, is challenging for different causes.

[13] First, the extreme variety of IoT items, with proprietary or undocumented protocols, often
without physical interfaces, hinders the direct extraction of evidence from devices.

[14] Second, IoT devices ceaselessly send information to «their own» cloud service providers.
So, obtaining evidences from cloud service implicates other challenges: technical ones (cloud
forensics) and legal ones (interact with foreign companies in different legal frameworks).

[15] Third, evidences could be manipulated by cloud service providers. Indeed, raw data fed by
IoT devices are analysed, parsed and stored in databases and server, yet adding more layers of
interpretations and classifications. Those processes can aggregate data, but also deteriorate
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4. Theoretical model

them, thus weaken the quality of the acquired information.

[16] In order to explain such issues, we provide an example: let us assume that we need to
acquire the complete geolocalization history of a specific account from a cloud service provider
(i.e. Google Timeline History ).24

[17] Let’s suppose that we have the account’s credentials (i.e. username and password): we
could  use  a  forensic  software  (i.e.  Oxygen  Forensic®  Cloud  Extractor)  to  acquire  the
geolocalization history . After the acquisition we could explore and analyse the collected data:
we would likely find a very clear and detailed set of information, spanning years and neatly
organized. The typical forensic software user interface for this type of data consist of a world
map we can freely zoom and search, a time filter and coloured pins and lines that represents
geolocalization info and probable movements.

25

[18] This great source of info can lead us to assume that the quality of those data is very high,
but after an additional analysis we should find out that actually we don’t know where information
come from. We know that these cloud service provider acquire geolocalization data from a great
range of  source related to  that  specific  account:  smartphone’s  GPS;  EXIF data of  images;
cellular  network radio tower;  WiFi  known geolocalization;  NFC; fitness apps;  Uber rides;  IP
geolocalization;  fitbands;  smartwatches;  navigation  apps;  reviews  of  shops  or  restaurants;
public  transportation  tickets;  and  many  other  IoT  sources.  The  timeline  can  even  be
manipulated by the user through the cloud service web interface (i.e. in Google Timeline we can
easily add a new geolocalization or change or deleted an old record).

[19] If we focus to a specific day we only have the alleged geolocalization history: some points
(consisting in longitude, latitude and timestamp) and lines that connect those points to speculate
movements, but we are not able to discover where each point comes from. Even if in some
metatag there is an information about the source of the info, we can access only the parsed
data: we don’t know if the source is reliable or if the data has been manipulated, compromised
or not properly interpreted. The original data can’t even be accessible (i.e. If the geolocalization
comes from a fitband’s GPS, probably we can’t physically connect to the device; we can acquire
the  paired  smartphone and  analyse  the  Fitband’s  app’s  databases,  but  even  that  isn’t  the
original data…).

[20] The evaluation of the «Information Quality» in a set of data is not generally a trivial task, as
emerged  in  the  previous  sections.  The  various  steps  of  the  assessment  always  hang  on
different factors, many of whom sometimes cannot be precisely verified, but only estimated,
without forgetting the «noise» coming with the data flow, which must be carefully identified and
removed. In addition to these basic difficulties, in common for every environment, the quality of
information needed in a forensics scenario must undergone to a further filter, represented by the
«check for the admissibility», which allows the acquired data to be a part of a trial procedure.
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Fig.1 The first approach in the Information Quality assessment for Forensics IoT
purposes. 26

[21] A  first  approach  for  this  issue  could  be  based  upon  the  verification  of  «quality  of
information» in two different fields, as exposed in Figure 1. Information which will be proved to
be, at the same time, admissible as an evidence in a trial (as it has been properly acquired and
stored) and reliable as a collection of data, will serve as an input for the forensics analysis. In
our opinion, this method is affected by two main risks: wasting time with one of the two controls
when the outcome of the other is negative, and rejecting key evidences which, for some reason,
are not proven to be reliable as high quality IoT data (e.g. a noisy image which, considered
together  with  other  evidences,  could  have  an  important  meaning).  For  the  above
explained  reasons,  we  prefer  to  adopt  another  approach,  where  the  two  aspects  of  the
extracted information (as rough data, and as forensic evidence) are spread all over the addends
of a «sum of proper features».

In order to support such method, and to express the result of trustworthiness of a set of n IoT
devices that have to be acquired as digital evidences, we formalize how the above mentioned
factors must be taken into consideration, introducing a percentage coefficient that we named
IQA  (Information  Quality  Assessment)  as  follows:

Where:
i = i-th device
DTC = device technical status
DST = device security status (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, …)
CS = cloud service security status
PC = privacy (GDPR) compliance
OT = observer technological advancement
OS = observer skills
(allowed values: all decimal between 0 = bad and 1 = good)
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5. Conclusions

[22] Giving an interpretation of (1) it’s straightforward, if we observe that a device scoring «1» to
every component of the sum implies a 100% of Information Quality. This percentage must be
averaged with the one scored by other components of the set, if any.

[23] We underline that,  also because IoT Forensics is one of the newer subareas of Digital
Forensics,  very  few  studies  have  been  carried  out  with  the  specific  aim  of  modelling  a
theoretical approach  and, of course, a lot of work has still to be done to refine and improve the
above formula. Possible criticisms of this approach may be:

27

28

[24] 1) It may not be possible to define each item for all types of IoT devices. E.g. the term C.S
implies that the device is always connected to its environment, but it can be used also «offline»;

[25] 2) The information needed to define these terms may not be accessible. This would be
possible not only technically, but because of restrictions imposed by the companies that own
them. For example, let’s think about an investigation in Italy that requires data related to a
journey of a Chinese car, stored in a server in that country.

[26] As  «information»  has  many  meanings,  «quality  of  information»  has  many  facets.
Furthermore, in the process of building knowledge, complexity and uncertainty must always be
taken into account. Technological innovation, such as human nature, are inevitable factors with
unpredictable effects.

[27] It has to be remarked that «quality of information» is crucial in Digital Forensics. Civil and
criminal  proceedings  can  be  diverted  from  their  fair  conclusions  by  mistakes  or
misinterpretations  of  several  actors:  judges,  defendants,  prosecutors,  police  officers,
consultants, witnesses. In this, digital  evidence becomes more and more important not only
because it is increasingly widespread, but also because of the ever-increasing skills required to
face it.

[28] Of the many challenges currently faced by Digital Forensics, IoT technologies bring the
more concerning not only for practical causes, but also for theoretical reasons.

[29] From a theoretical perspective, many questions need to be deepened. Aside the discussion
between «data quality» and «information quality» approaches,  it  should be considered how
«quality of information» evolves in different levels of «complexity» (human to human, human to
machine,  machine  to  machine).  From  this  perspective,  «information  quality»  could  be
considered an ethical value to pursue in the design of IoT devices and ecosystems.

[30] From a practical perspective, we need to understand which type of data we can collect and
how it’s been manipulated. From this perspective, «information quality» could be considered a
kind of metadata: information about information. In a nutshell, in order to analyse IoT evidences,
it  is required not only information itself,  but also the «information history», from the original
source to the repository that we are collecting.
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[31] Based upon the above considerations, we analysed two model to address the issue of
Information Quality Assessment in IoT Forensics. The first takes separately into account the two
faces of the extracted information, namely as a rough set of data that has to be proved as
thrustable, and as a possible evidence which has to be admitted in a court. We then exposed
some reasons why this model had to be discarded, and proposed a second one, this time with a
proper formula, where every component represent a different aspect of the IoT data which could
have to be analysed. Its novelty certainly will lead to the possibility of suggestions for (even
radical) corrections and improvements.

[32] In  the  future  we  intend  to  deepen  the  implementation  of  such  model  of  assessment,
possibly with on-the-field testing. As an example, for every IoT must be possible defining the
first four terms of the formula, since the last two only depends upon the observer.
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